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Senatorial Contest
Tops Ohio Primary
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The Democratic Senatorial nomination contest between Incumbent
Sen. Frank J. Lauscheand Cincinnati Councilman John J. Gilllgan Is the feature attraction In
the Ohio Primary today.
Election officials are predicting
a turnout of 1.8 million voters.
Republican and Democratic
voters will:
—Nominate candidates from
Ohio for the U S. Senate.
—Elect hopefuls to the U.S.
House of Representatives.
—Decide on candidates for the
Ohio Supremo Court.
—Determine who will clash In
November for 16 of 33 Ohio Senate
and all 99 Ohio House seats.
—Vote on three state wide
Issues.
—Pick delegates to the presidential nominating convention.
—Decide on all country and
local candidates anl issues.
Sen. Lausche, considered a conservative Democrat, is against the
Federal surtax without cutting
spending. He wants riots controlled
and supports Johnson's conduct of
the Vietnam war.
Gllllgan opposes >h3 war In Vietnam, minimizes fears that deficit
spending will lead the United States
Into trouble and strongly supports
civil rights.
The Republicans haye three candldates seeking their nomination.
Ohio Atty. Gen. William B. Saxbe
is opposed by William L. White
of Mt. Vernon anl Albert E.Payne
of Sprlngville.
Party favorite Saxbe leans
toward a conservative moderate
role while both White and Payne
are erratic conserva'ists.
The primary will tell the story
for Democratic chances in the

International
.Relations Talk
Set Tonight
gr

*

™

•

Four persons will discuss the
ways and means of improving cultural relationships between Latin
anl Anglo-Amerlcaat7:30p.m, today In the Union.
The program, entitled 'Major
Stimulants to Intellectual and Cultural Exchanges, Latin anl Anglo
American," will feature four Individual viewpoints.
"The men may speak about anything they wish concerning the
topic. One of the subjects discussed will be the possibility of
BG students obtaining scholarships
to universities in Latin America,"
said Manelo Marlaca, president of
the World Student Association.
The four speakers are D,\ D.avld
Heft, chief of higher eolation ul
university exchanges for the Do?'.
of Education Affairs; Dr. Martin
McLaughlin, deputy director of
Inter-American Training for the
Agency of Inter-A m e r 1 c a n Development; Julian Nugent, director, Office of Inter-American Program- tor the Dspl. of State; and
Dr. K. Nagaraja Rao, program
officer of the Ford Foundation.

Ohio House of Representatives.
Democrats hope to win 53 of
the 99 seats. In order to do this
they must nominate the strongest
candidate in key primaries anl
keep the seats they now have.
With 16 Ohio Senate seats being
contested this year, experts feel

Meet The Candidates
Do you know who is running
■•:• for Student Council president
Sand what they stand for? Do
xyou know the Issues that could
•:• shape next year? If you don't
| Rodgers Quadrangle and Kohl
:|:Hall are sponsoring "Meet
Sthe Presidential Candidates"
Sat 7 tonight In the Kohl Hall
^•enclosed louige. The meeting
Sis open to alL

:•:
S
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that no more than two or three
Democrats will win. This would
leave the Senate with 21 Republicans and 12 Democrats.
All Ohio Supreme Court candidates tor the May 7 primary are
running u mpposed. In November
three of the five candidates will
win.
GOP Judge JohnM. Matthias will
have no opposition either In the
primary or in the November general election.
GOP incumbent Kingsley A Taft,
chief Justice of the Ohio Supreme
Court, will face Democrat John
C. Duffy for the position of chief
justice.
Republican Appeals Court Judge
Thomas M Herbert will face Democrat Merrll I) Brothers in November.
(Continued on Page 4)

May Queen Voting
Switched To Today
By ROSEMARY KOVACS
Managing Editor
May Queen and court elections
will be held today, Instead of
Wednesday, because the Student
Body Constitution states that the
Student Body election must beheld
separately.
Election officials discovered the
legal technicality only Friday, according to Joyce Jennings, elections board chairman.
According to Consititutlon
Amendment Number 3, section 2,
"the May Queen and court shall
be elected In the early spring
elections and the Student Body
Officers, Student Council class
representatives, UAO director at
large shall be elected in the late
spring election."
"You could say spring Is going
to change awiully quick—like overnight, this year," Miss Jennings
said.
The elections were scheduled
for the same date because of
Spring Weekend and because Student Council wanted to have time
for the new officers to take over.
Originally Student Body elections
were set for May 15 and are now
set for tomorrow.
Voting for the 75 wjmm competing tor Queen and court will
take place from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
toiay In the tent in front of the
Union.
Students will be requested to
show cheir ID cards, and their
names will be checked off a master
list of registered studentslnorder
to prevent election irregularities,
Miss .lenitngs said.
The ballots will not be tabulated,
however, until Wednesday night,
nlnni' with the Student Body anl
class officer elections results.
Tne May Queen election ballots
will be locked In a safe Tuesday
night, Miss Jennings said. The
News will carry the names of
the winners of both elections
Thursday.
In the May Queen elections, the

top five finalists for queen will
be announced along with the three
finalists tor each class.
The May Queen, the woman receiving the largest num'oer of popular campus-wide votes, will be
crowned at 8 p.m., Friday In the
amphitheatre.
The women receiving the second
and third most number of votes
will be presented to the audience.
The Junior, sophomore and freshman attendants will be announced
from ihe three wom9n In each
class receiving the highest number
of votes.
The coronation will be preceeded
by the Spring Weekend Parade beginning at 7:30 p.m. at the Ice
Arena and stopping at the Union
Oval.
A new feature of the coronation, according to the Cultural
events committee of spring weekend, will be a "daisy chain" of
the senior women nominated for
May Queen. They will lead the
procession of the May Court. Each
woman in the chain will wear
a white gown an 1 pastel sash along
with a wreath of pastel flowers
In her hair.
The master of ceremonies will
be a theatre major from the
University and escorts for the
candidates will be officers from
Ihe student body and class officers.
The candidates for May Queen
are: Becky Cook, commuter; Ann
Woldeck Hirshman C; Terry
Chorba, Kreischer A; Kathy
Williams, Kreischer B; Dianne
Stanek, North; Judy Schroeder,
Prout.
Cathy Dugan, Alpha Chi Omega;
Millie Jam.:s, Alpha Delta Pi;
Beverly West, Alpha Gamma Delta; Wilma Pokorny, Alpha Phi,
Lorraine Zack, Alpha XI Delta.
Jacqueline Daniels, Chi Omega;
Laurel Pippert, Delta Gam mi;
Jan Is Finnarn, Delta Zeta; Ginger Kathrens, Gam na Phi Beta;
Janls Malvcke. Kappa Delta and
Terrl Klnkald, Phi Mu.

INTERNATIONAL WEEK go«s on as a student group entertains
a crowd of 300 at Sunday's International talent show in the
Ballroom. (Photo by Tim Culek)

HHH Charms
KSU Students
By JIM DICKSON
Staff Writer
The welcome mat was out Friday as Kent State University prepared
for a visit from Vice-President Hubert H. Humphrey.
When the Vice-President arrived on campus he passed under a
large banner which read "SOCK IT TO 'EM H.H.H.!" The K.S.U.
Memorial Gymnasium, with a seating capacity of 7,500, proved to
be Inadequate as the Vice-President addressed a standing room
only crowd estimated at about 8,000.
The VIce-President spoke on civil rights, academic freedom, and
student power.
"Anybody who has enough energy to demonstrate," he said, "has
enough energy to volunteer to help a needy person stand on his own
feet. The principle of love Is not Just a word—it works. Universities
ought to set examples tor a be'.ter society. I want to convert student
power to positive student social action to benefit others."
Then The Walkout

For about a week prior to Mr. Humphrey's visit there had been
rumors on the campus grapevine that a walkout would be staged
during his speech. The rumors became reality at the beginning of
the question and answer period.
First to leave was a group of about 12 Nejro students led by Mr.
Robert Pitts, a Negro Instructor at K.S.U. While the students were
walking out the Vice-President commented, "The last time anybody
walked out on me was In the 1948 Philadelphia convention when I
pleaded for civil rights."
Following the first group were about 40 members of the Kent
Committee to End the War In Vietnam As the second group left
VIce-President Humphrey said, "We were Just testing the exits
Tney work well on both ends of the hall. I asked for student action,
but I must have over-emphasized it.
"I always feel badly," he continued, "when someone has a m'nd
so closed that all they want to do Is walk out an open door."
As the anti-Vietnam ,;roup walked out, students who were standing
in the rear rushed forward to fill the vacated seats. The crowd booed
those who walked out and applauded th? Vice- President for his comments.
After the walkouts the questioning resumed in an orderly manner.
One of the highlights of the program was a statement made by Robert
T. Plckett, a Negro and vice-president of the student body.
"I don't believe In the American dream," he stated, "simply because
it doesn't believe in me. If it did there wouldn't have been a Harlem
or Watts or Newark. If It did, Martin Luther King would be alive today.
My people have lost faith In the American dream and possibly
in America.
"If elected, what will you do to restore the faith of my people?" he
asked.
Proud Soul Brother

"The only real reason I want to run for president," Mr. Humphrey
replied, "is to be able to erase from your thinking, soul, and spirit
the feeling you have.
"I don't blame you for being discouraged, but some of the rest of
us would like to be thought of as good men who want to accomplish
something.
"The whole basic reason for democracy Is man and his relationship
to God. The only living thing known to have a soul Is mm, I'm proud
to say that I'm a soul brother. I have a souL I believe in brotherhood."
Plckett then rose to his feet and led the audience in applauding
the Vice-President's reply.
Later, M.\ Humphrey was asked by Constance Kotum, a graduate
student In political science, to comment on George Wallace.
"Wallace is a regional candidate. He will get a lot of votes from
people who think we have gone too far or who think we shouldn't have
gone aiy place at all, but he won't be a national candidate," he replied.
Loyal Vice President

P. William VanderWyden, president of the student body, then asked
If the Vice-President felt free to develop his own positions or If he
would stand on President Johnson's record.
"I have been a loyal Vice-President, as loyal as I could possibly
be." he responded. The Vice President of the United States Is one of
the President's advisors. He is not the President, and that's one of
the first things he's got to learn.
"I have helped formulate m.any of the policies that have come into
being since 19 3L I was the first to introduce lejlslatlon for Medicare
and waited som. 16 years tor It to become law. Star tins with the
Eighty-first Congre ss, I Introduced every civil rights bill. I had to
wait until 1964 for the Civil Rights Act. I sponsored and helped to
formulate legislation for aid to education. I worked for the nuclear
test ban, disarmament, Job Corps, and Peace Corps.
"Some people say that Humphrey is a yes man. I'm saluting the
legislation I fought for tor years. That doesn't make me a yes manthat makes me a happy man."
At the conclusion of the question and answer period, VIce-President
Humphrey turned to Plckett and shook his hand. A crowd of students
aen rushed forward to shake hands with the Vice-Presldent.
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Endorsements
The following candidates, to be voted on tomorrow, are those
people we feel will best serve the interests of the student body
next year. The endorsements are made on the basis of interviews, a press conference, statements from the candidates appearing recently in the News, and our evaluation of their pust
experience und potential.

Council President
For the year that has been dubbed by candidates as the "year
of results", we feel that the Student Body President must be
a man of determination and strength. He must be of the new
guard not afraid to represent students in any way necessary.
He must be a man who has proved himself within the political
arena as well as outside it.
In this, the year of "the blow-up" (Rick Helwig, September
'67), there is one man we feel who hus placed himself in the
vanguard of his opponents—and this is the candidate we endorse for Student Body Presidcnt--NICK LICATE.
Licate would bring to the presidential office a new drive and
vigor.
He has proved himself a capable negotiator—he was on the
bargaining committee at the housing boycott.
He hus proved himself an initiator—at least 3 major bills that
passed through Council bore his name.
And above all he hus shown himself to be a concerned student. He has spoken on countless occasions in the residence
halls, has made his own student polls, and has traveled to
other campuses in search of information.
His platform which includes the adoption of the Student Bill
of Rights, speeding up of legislation implementation, finuncial
support of student-to-student recruitment of low income groups,
and the Student Academic Complaints Board are all vital items.
Licate we believe has the best chance of carrying through these
proposals.
TOM PARRISH, junior representative under the present Council, would take into office, if elected, three years of Council
experience. He too favors direct student participation in major
issues, and was on the boycott bargaining committee.
He promises to support a student book exchange next year, a
student supreme court, u student advisory commi ttee to the
Board of Regents and student autonomy in managing elements
of their own funds.
On the major issues of student involvement, his platform is
ulmost u duplicutc of Licate's. The difference we believe lies
not so much in the issues but in their implementutioi.
The finul cundidate in this three-legged presidential race is
KENN HOURS, presently a commuter representative to Council.
Rohrs also espouses the idea of the need for a mature leader
who won't be ufruid to confront the administration on the student's behalf.
He wants a greater voice for students in all areas of the University, speeding up of legislation implementation, is in favor
of the Student Bill of Rights but doesn't believe in a highly
structured plutform but prefers to meet the problems as they
arise.
In making our presidential endorsement, we looked not so
much at the candidates' platforms, for these bore a marked resemblance one to another. Rather, we looked for the man who
we believe will best attack the issues at hand and best carry
through the wishes of the student body.
We believe that in NICK LICATK we have found that man.

Council V-P
LEE McCLELLAND gets the News' vote for vice president
of the student body.
As this past year's Council treasurer, McClelland has been
exposed to exhaustive practical experience in the mechanics of
a complicated legislative student body, as ours is.
Although he has admitted the present Council's failure to initiate us many meaningful programs as it could have prepared (a
stand agreed to by his opponent), the resourcefulness and dedication which he has brought to his work this year should turn
student activism into student results next year.
Russel Cain, junior candidate for vice president, though intelligent and opinionated, in our estimation lacks both experience in student politics and concrete ideas to improve student
environment here.
Cain presents demands of reforms, but that in itself is not
enough.
The McClelland programs as outlined in his platform appearing in the News May 2, as well as policy statements made during a press conference last week show McClelland to be at least
idealist.
Who else would take the all-encompassing stand of dedicating
himself to "improving the living and academic environment of
the University."
Yet, if conditions here can be improved through hard work and
initiative action, Lee McClelland is the best candidate to get
the job done.

Edtivwd
Council Treasurer
TED ARNEAULT, although running unopposed, receives our
endorsement. Keep in mind we did not have to make an endorsement. But we feel Arneault's qualifications, ideas, and
issues qualify him for the position.
As an accounting major, Arneault will provide the necessury
insight to Council's finuncial operating procedures—something
not many past treasurers huve been able to do. As finuncial adviser to the student body boards, which he proposes to be, Arneault plans to allocate money according to the needs of the
various boards' activities. In the past boards have had to
plan their activities around a budget, rather than a budget planned around them.
We were also impressed when he indicated that his voice will
be minimal in general student affairs, but forceful in financial
matters.
Arneault's involvement in his class cabinet, prosecutor to
Student Court, und assistant business manager of the News
makes him a worthy candidate. A strong vote of confidence for
him ul the election polls will be a noteworthy endorsement for
his pluns.

Council Secretary
SARAH ROSS receives the nod from the News for Student
Council secretury post.
With previous experience on the Student Traffic Court as a
prosecutor, president of her dorm, and sophomore representative to AWS, Miss Ross strikes us as a capuble person for this
position, and an able member to have on Council's board.
She stresses the role of the secretary not only in a technical
capacity but in the need to cast an intelligent vote on Council
affairs.
A salute is due her competitor, too. Phi Bovier, who spoke on
many of the needs in Council for new ideas, including such
things as a Council magazine to supplement news coverage.
We trust Miss Ross would incorporate some of her competitor's
views as well as initiate her own platforms.

Senior President
ALLEN R. BALDWIN gets our endorsement for Senior Class
President.
He has been vocal—quite vocal--in commuter affairs this past year. He feels that class presidents should be
removed from Student Council because they conflict with the
legislative duties. He also supports the Constitutional Convention.
He feels that there is a need for a different, more unique approach for the graduation class of 1969. Baldwin thinks that
commencements should be an exciting event with a big name
speaker; an event worth going to; an event to remember.
M. J. Seiler opposing Baldwin calls for more student interest
in campus government. However, Seiler failed to specify his
methods in emphasizing the importance of student government
and it's relation to each student.

Junior President
ROGER McCRAW is our candidate for Junior Class President.
His activities with the class structure as freshman class treasurer and sophomore class vice president complements the position being sought.
We think McCraw's idea of eliminating the class cabinet, and
establishing project committees, is a good one. All too often
class cabinets get bogged down in trivial matters. Committees,
working on specific projects, could be the answer.
McCraw has indicated his direct concern foi class problems.
Joe Loomis, his opponent, seems to be more oriented towards
University issues than working with the class structure.
Loomis is a worthy opponent, however. With talk of eliminating class officers from next year's Council, he believes, if
passed, it would be conceding that executive duties are in keeping with the class structure.
While Loomis' one year on Council provides him with an awareness of student needs, we believe McCraw's experience in class
government, and ideas, will provide the necessary strong leadership.

Sophomore President
FRANK PITTMAN gets our vote for sophomore class president over Jack Pesci and John Cioodull. Our cundidate, a Vietnam veteran, would bring maturity to the position us well as a
desire to promote unity in the class while improving'communications.
While Pesci has experience on council and Coodall served as
freshman class vice president, in his platform Pittman wasted
no time on the past but put forth definite and realistic ideas for
the future.
He is for bettering class and campus communication, contributing to the Martin Luther King Memorial Fund, and correlating
the administration with the student body.

Council
By JIM MARINO
Asst. Editorial Editor
Student Council evaluated Itself
Wednesday night In what one member of the audience termod a
"group therapy session."
The results were both eye-opening and disappointing to those
who have respect tor the effectiveness and efficiency of student government.
Council members themselves
have stated repeatedly In the past,
as they did again Wednedsay, "If
representatives don't get out and
do some accurate investigation into
the needs of their constituents,
we'll never get anywhere." Though
Council members may admit the
sentiment they fall to do anything
about It short of bickering and
casting aspersions on one another's ability.
The repulsive part of all this is ■*>
that beneath all the petty Infighting is a student body here which
would like to see Council hit hom<>
on some major Issues: narcotics, housing, finances, academic
revampments, administration dictates, national Issues. It could
be argued whether or not Council gives superficial treatment to
those Issues, or attempts accurate clarification of the Issues to
the public.
These are the Issues which
should predominate Council's
time. Not the rehashrmmt of an
election now over a year old.
Yet, again, Wednesday as before, council members more concerned with their personal Images
and self-righteousness levelled
blasts against each other, charging "leglslatlvesabotage" and
faulty leadership.
Each moment wasted by Council on trivia Is a moment stolen
from the students who voted to
seat those members In their padded chairs. Every time a Council member filibusters to prove
a point so feeble as to make one
laugh, a conscientious student body
member must be frowning.
Some Council mombers Wednesday ate crow after an Ill-fated
attempt to place the blame of I
an Inactive Student Council at the
door-step of Rick Helwig, student
body president.
In one of the few honest and
heartfelt expressions of sentiment
this reporter has seen In Council this year, other Council members rose to defend Helwig and
state they were as much to blame «
as anyone tor lagging In their duties this year.
The ludlcrousness of It all is that
If Council members were so cognizant of failure on their parts
this year, why wasn't something
done about It before "Hearts and
Flowers" was played Wednesday?
Consistency was also apparently
lacking at Wednesday's meeting,
when, after a year's worth of trouble In deciding upon who should
really be Student Body Vice President, Council turned on the very
courts It appealed to for decisions
and passed a motion stating that
Ashley Brown should hold the post
over Jeff Wltjas.
One got the impression Council
was only playing games with the
Issue. By now there have been
so many rulings In the case that
regardless of your viewpoint
you've got substantiated support.
If there were election ballot
crooks running rampant last year,
what traces of their Identity are
left at this stage? What can be
gained by constant regurgltatlon
of the incident?
There was a lesson to be learned
—make sure that type of thing
can't happen again, and pass some
type of constructive legislation which would then look out
for a student's rights.
It's really not at Issue that
Council doesn't have Its sights
set somewhere. Certainly they
have accomplished som .lilng this
year. Rick Helwig Is a form.'dible
figure to both students and administrators here, and one who has
shown an outstanding ability to
get the Job done under
pressure.
What is questloneu Is why need
the pressure exist?
The situation, however, Is not
hopeless.
Just eye-opening and disappointing.
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McCarthy, Kennedy Meet
Head-on Today In Indiana
0

•

A
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Twenr -three days before A.J.
Foyt, Parnelll Jones an1 other
competitors zoom out In the "Indianapolis 500" the state of Indiana will host one lap of a race
with much greater significance.
This ••©»■ lap" rush Is the Indiana primary, today.
It may not decide the ne<t
President of the United States, bat
th'? results and consequences of
th» final ballot count may affect
the political asplratlonsof the contestants.
The Indiana primary contains at
least two major Democratic
"firsts."
This will be the first primary
New York Senator Robert Kennedy
has officially entered.
This will be the first "ballot"
meeting of antiwar candidates Senator Kennedy aoi Minnesota Senator Eugene McCarthy.
Richard Nixon will represent
Republican Interests in the primary.
Another candidate is Roger
Brantgln, governor of the host
state, who will run as Indiana's
favorite son. The candidacy of
Governor Brantgln Is Important
because it is generally accepted
by political theorists that he is
a stand-in for Vice-Pre;'d ;nt Hubert Humphrey.
A Public Broadsast Laboratory
poll of Indiana voters showed Sun-
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day night that Keaiedy led Branlgin slightly, but that more than 30
per cent of the voters still were
undecided.
The PBL poll also
showed that McCarthy wouldbsn?flt from substantial Republican
crossover votes and the outcome of
the balloting still was very much
In irjbt.
Vice-President Humphrey and
New iTork Governor Nelson Rockefeller bath announced their candidacies for the Presidency too late
to be in ••hi led on the primary
ballot
Since Rlchara Nixon is the only
Republican on the Indiana primary
ballot, and w.-ite-in. s are not allowed it seem:; that the nemo-

BUSINESS, SOCIAL AGENCIES,
AND GOVERNMENT LISTINGS
May 13
Vargo, Inc. (Business forms)
(sales and sales mgmt.)
SCHOOL AND GRADUATE
SCHOOL LISTINGS FOR MAY 14
TO MAY 17.
May 14
Dearborn District #8, Mich.,
(open sch> lu'e.»),
Ionia Schools, Mich., (el. art,
el. spec, ed., K-6, Jr. high Eng.,
senior Eng., Senior math, senior
lnl. arts),
Lake County Schools, Oh'o, (almost all areas),
Qulncy Schools, Mich., (open
schedules),
Hlllsdale Schools, Mich., (all
el. ed., Jr. high gen. scl., lnd.
arts, WHPE, speech & dramatics,
Spanish, soc. studies, Health, Inst.
music),
HlcksVille Schools, Ohio, (open
schedules),
Lake Orion Schools, Mich., (alm-.itt all areas).
May 15
Marysvllle Exempted Schools,
Ohio, (open schedjles),
Morrisvllle Eaton Central
Schools, N.Y., (also evening), (almost all areas),
Sandusky County Joint Vocatlon-

cratlc candidates have prepared
their "pit" crews for a lone lapa one party—battle.

Concert Tonight
Baritone Warren W. Jaworski,
Instructor in m isle, will present
a concert at 8:15 tonight In the
Recital Auditorium, Hall of Music.
The performance will include
arias by Leoncavallo, Mozart and
Offenbach.

Campus Calendar
TOURNAMENTS
Entries for the all - campus
paddleball, coed tennis, platform
tennis and track an i field tournaments are due in the Intram iral
Office, Room 201 Memorial Hall
today.
* * *
:SIGMA DELTA PSI
The Physical Education Honorary trials will begin today at
4 p.m. in the Mini's Gym. Entries
are available from fraternity or
dormitory athletic chairmen or
In the Intramural Office.

The Chamber Singers will assist
in the recital.

FLYING CLUB
Plane Washing, to lay at 7:30
p.m. at the Airport.

Interview
Schedule

* » *
YOUNG AMERICANS
FOR FREEDOM

al School, Ohio, (bus. ed., soc.
studies, Eng., homo econ.),
Beecher Public Schools, Mich.,
(open schedules),
Hanover-Horton Schools, Mich.,
(some coaching, first & fifth
grades, women's el.phs.ei, Eng.,
chem,-physics math, gen. s:!.,
hist., soc),
Lakevlew Schools, Mich., (Battle
Creek area) (el. ed.; Jr. high:
Eng., soc. studies, math, home
ec, spec ed.; senior high: Eng.,
math, gen. scl., Varsity basketball coach, bus. ed.).
May 16
L'anse Creuse Schools, Mich.,
(basic bus,, drafting, el. lib., math,
scl., spec, ed., primary),
Los Angeles City Schools, Calif.,
(all areas),
Morrisvllle - Eaton Central
Schools, NY., (same as May 15),
Ottawa Hills Local Schools,
Toledo, Ohio, (el. art, upper Intermediate, chem,, history),
North Rldgevllle Schools, Ohio,
(eL principal, el. guidance, el.
ed., speech & hearing thsrapy).
May 17
Fulton County Schools, Ohio,
(all el. ed., men's & women's el.
phys. ed., lnd. arts, lib., vocal
mis:.c, chem, physics, gen. sci.,
soc. studies, spec. ed.).

Will m-.et at 7 p.m. today. AU
members must attend. Preview
of newsletter, discussion of summer activities.
• * •
DARROW HALL
Kenn Rohrs, Student Bady President candidate will talk today at
9 p.m. In Darrow's lounge. Open
to the public.
* * »
STUDENT ORIENTATION BOARD
Application for orientation
leaders are now available In the
Student Activities Office. Wednesday, May 8 Is the deadline for signinj for Interviews.

SDS
Will meet at 4 p.m. today In
Room 301 of University Hall.

:;:::::::W:W^
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MAY 12 IS

Telephone 353 8411, 3344

VOTE
A

0

The B-G News is published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular
school year, and once a week during
summer sessions, under authority of
the Publications Committee of Bowling
Green State University.
Opinions expressed in editorial cartoons or other columns in the News do
not necessarily reflect the opinions
of the University Administration, faculty or staff or the State of Ohio.
Opinions expressed by columnists do
not necessarily reflect the opinions
of the B-G News. Editorials in the
News reflect the opinions of the majority of members of the B-G News
Editorial Board.

LINDA
BROWN
Junior Class
Secretary

UCF presents
the MOVIE

THE

LORD OF THE FLIES
Wed., May 8

105 Hanna Hall

Showings at 7 & 10 pm
TICKETS*
■ ivm i «#.

Don't forget
YOUR Mother!
shop at the

50< 0N SALE T0DAY ,N THE
UH|0M AMD AT TH| D00R

Powder Puff
525 Ridge
for
PERFUMES
• UMBRELLAS
JEWELRY

LINGERIE

GLOVES

SPORTSWEAR

MISC. GIFT ITEMS
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More About

Iff You Wont Be Here Vote Today

Ohio Primary
(Continued from Page 1)
Supreme Court canlldates run on
party tickets In the primaries,
while their namos w'.llappaar nonpartisan In November.
Three ami-ndnmnts to the state
constitution are up for vote. If
passed they #'J1;
—Allow partial reform of Ohlo's judicial system.
—Perm't the state to eliminate
an ancient land grant fund set
up for the suppori o' schools and
churches.
—Provide for away to fill empty seats In the Onto House without
holding special elections.
If passed , State Issue 3 w'.ll
prohibit a Judge from beginning a
new term after reaching the age
of 70.
Under the provisions of Issue 2,
House m-'mSers belonging to the
Mint party as the departed mem-

ber would select a replacement to
serve until the next election.
State Issue 1 dates back to 1797,
when congressional land acts set
aside the proceeds from the sale
of certain government lands for
support of "common schools and
religious societies.-'
If passed, Issue 1 will relieve
the state and counties of their
bjrden totaling $260,000. The
money will be put toward state
support of vocational education.
At the Democratic convention
Aug. 26, the Democrats will have
115 votes that will support Stephen
M. Young, one of Ohio's two U.S.
Senators. This is, they will until
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey, Sen. Robert F. Kennedy or
Sen. Eugene J. M:Carthy emerge
as the iDminant force.
The OOP's 58 delegates will
support Ohio Governor Jamt-s A.
Rnoades at the Republican National

Convention until a front-running
candidate emerges.
The primary will also deter mine
who will clash In Novem:>er for
county commissioner, clerk of
courts, coroner, engineer, prosecutoi, recorder, sheriff, treasurer
and candidates for district appellate courts and county comnii
pleas benches.

Thoss stiflents who will be away
from polling places during regularly scheduled hours for May
Queen elections and Student Body
elections Wednesday m.iy cast absentee ballots for both today
between 6:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. In
ths back lobby of the University
Union.
"The sam'? name list will be
used Tuesday as Wednesday to
avoid anyone's voting twice," said

ELECT KENN R0HRS
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

ELECT

PAT
DiPLACIDO
Senior
Representative
To
Student Council
EXPERIENCE
Student Council Representative
2 Years
President of Men's Inter-Residence
Hall Council
Chairman o( Student Council
Committee on Human Relations

ALPHA PHI
CONGRATULATES
WILLIE

Joyce Jennings, chairm.nn of the
elections board.
In order to qualify for an absentee ballot, one must be away from
ihe University campus between
the hours of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Miss Jennings explained.
Student teachers and those students on field trips and the like
are the usual qualifiers for this
consideration.

MATURE - RESPONSIBLE - LEADERSHIP

TEAM-UP WITH THE GOODALL TEAM
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS

Outstanding
Greek Woman

Efecf

PAT
ERDMAN

PRESIDENT ■ JOHN GOODALL
VICE PRES. - JIM TAYLOR

1 Sophomore Class 1
j

VICE PRESIDENT
FOR A UNITED
SOPHOMORE CLASS

j

SECRETARY-JANICE SKAPER
TREASURER - WES BOWMAN

A WINNING COMBINATION
.EXPERIENCE .INTEREST .HARMONY
"HELP US HELP YOU"

CONKLIN IS AND WILL
REMAIN A NEW DIMENSION
IN RESIDENCE HALL LIVING.
Men, if you are interested in being an

joe
■POROK

integral part of a dynamic
housing unit,
sign up NOW in CONKLIN.

for
'FUNCTIONING, DECISION MAKING

UAO
Director af Large

AD COUNCIL
•THE J-BOARD WORKS
•OPEN HOUSES - YOU DECIDE
•FANTASTIC PROGRAMMING
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Serving a Growing University Since 1920

Sound-Off
THE NEGRO
ON CAMPUS

The Negro Student . . . Alone In A Crowd?

At The Alpha Phi Alpha House:

This Is What They REALLY Think
up In the Union one day and yell 'Black Power' Just to
see what kind of a reaction I would receive. Then, one
of my friends warned me to look around. We were not only
hopelessly outnumbered, but we were also unnoticed,"
one stuient said amid laughter.
"At Ohio University there are 300 to 400 Negro students.
But when the Negro student comes here, they make him
go to summer school first. They say, "Why man, you've
got to see If you can do It, prove yourself first.'"
Most agreed that the school has a need to recruit Negro
students. "That's the only way they'll get here," said one
Negro athlete who was recruited. This particular athlete
applied In June and was Immediately accepted for the following fall semester. However, his present roommate, when
applying for the same semester the preceding February,
was told that applications were no longer being taken.
In this Instance, the Negro athlete was clearly given
priority over the average student.
"But, man, If he's white, then he's taken first," replied
this same student when asked whether a white athlete
would be taken over a Negro athlete of equal ability.
"They have ways of knowing whether you're white or
black," Interjected one student.
"They send people cards asking them If they would
live with a Nejtro. They should ask us If we'd mind living
with them," said another.
"Yes, we make up less than one per cent of the school
and I get a Negro roommate without making a request
for one. I walk In, and I'm shocked. That's a hell of a
coincidence—with 1100 whites to 80 Negroes." Others
agreed they had had Negro roommates without requesting
•:•
A University Is a place of change and challenge •:•:
them.
j:j: where students are en:ouraged to question rather than x
Aside from problems In dormitory living somt; had
X: take for granted.
8 fa:ed marked discrimination from Bowling Green towns•:•
In order to question Intelligently, the students must S people upon attempting to procure off-campus housing.
•:•: be presented with both sides of the prob'ems.
v.:
"Two of us were looking for an apartment. We called
:|:
We feel that the Negro on campus Is an Issue worthy •:• the landlord, and he said 'Sure, come on out.* So, it was
•:•: of much discussion, comnent, thought and action. |
raining and we stood there looking ea^h other In the eye
'■:■
Presenting all facts that have been gathered for :•: after he opened tin door. His mouth dropped. Then he
I publication is, we feel, a step In the right direction •:• managed to m untte that he suddenly didn't have any
•:• toward the elimination of discrimination. We are | vacancies."
:•:; making no Judgments; we are offering no solutions, g
These two students then walked back to campus ani had
S We are merely presenting the facts.
•:• two of their white friends call the landlord, who replied
jj:
It is up to the University students to question. :•'. that he did indeed have vacancies. "When they went to see
:£ It Is up to the University students to come up with K the apartment, he was all smiles, inviting them In and
•:•: the answers.
show'.n* them ihe whole place. It was raining, and he
couldn't even Invite us in." the student continued.
By JUDY EICHER
Feature Editor
(Ed. Note: This article Is the result of a discussion
at the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity house between approximately 40 Negro students and two B-G News reporters.
It was the day after their formal, but Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity members and their friends were ready and
willing to air their views on anything from campus discrimination to the death of Martin Luther King.
With the T.V. Of their slttins room fumed off, the
comments started.
Most agreed ;hat raw Incidents of obvious discrimination didn't touch them that often at Bowling Green, however,
they attacked the admittance policy for discriminating In
limiting the number of Negro students here.
"The admissions office Is so naive, they don't understand
It. There Is an unwritten policy in the Ad. Building to
keep us down to a minimum. Since 1958, Negroes have
consistently made up less than one per cent of this campus,"
said one student starting off the comments.
"They keep us down to this bare number so we can't
make waves. We can so easily be lost In a crowd now, we're
assimilated," asserted another.
"That's right," came the agreement. "I can get lost
In the crowd now, and you won't even know I'm "riack."
"Speaking of being lost In a crowd, I decided to get

"So, we took the problem to some comiiittee. Naturally
It was his word against ours, and nothing was accomplished."
Interracial dating was the next topic touched on. Some
thought that white women students from large cities were
m. re prone to date a Negro, but others felt small-town
women were. Some agreed that in dating a Negro, both
parties are looking beyond the factor of skin color to the
person. "When it comes to emotions, It doesn't matter
If you're black or white," said one.
But one Negro student felt that wMte women date Negroes
"for the novelty of It. It's like a new kind of candy, If it
is different, you want to try it."
"But this Is Immature," countered another.
"But you wouldn't believe the questions some white
ask me—you'd think they'd never se;n a Negro before."
However the Alp:ia Phi Alpha fraternity members living
In their off-campus house faced in problems from their
neighbors.
"We have had no complaints from our neighbors about
living here, only once the woman across the street asked
us why we were so quiet all the tlm9."
But on the night of Dr. King's assassination "they had
police cars patrollng our house," said one Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity member. "And It's a lot of trouble to patrol a
one way street like this for a couple of hours."
The reactions to Dr. King's murder were as various
as the rest of the comments.
"I was emotionally unbalanced. I felt the whole thing
would Just go hog wild. Negroes would kill whites and
white; would kill Negroes," said one excitedly.
"I was empty inside," a Negro quietly said.
"He was our Moses, leading us toward the promised
land, toward what everyone has had for a long time. I
felt there was a conspiracy," another said, whileone Negro
looked up to say, "I was uncontrollably angry."
B'jt one student thought that King was killed because
he put all his trust In God. "He spoke the truth, and people
are against the truth, whether they be black, white, blue or
green."
Most students didn't feel that a new Negro leader would
emerge to take the place of Dr. King, but one said that
"we don't need a new leader to get out and hold a baton.
Now It's what the white man can do, we don't need one of
us to be a martyr. I'm human, why do I have to prove myself
and get out front and hold a baton. But, If we could walk
side by side, It would be beautiful. . .If we could walk
together."
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Are Discrimination Charges Justified?

Greeks Talk On The Issue

The Adm'nlstra'lon's efforts
have recently taken two turns.
First, a President's cornet
Dr. George Hermin, has been
discriminatory practices which :
com nunlty.
Beyond this, the Adm nistrai
answer a list of requests submi
to President and Vice President I
The questions were answered
the assurance that every effort to)
would be made as soon as possfol
Drs. Jerome and Bond calle<
possible."

By G\RJT CROOKS
Staff Writer
The state was charged with
"supporting segregation by allowing most of the fraternities and
sororities to remain on campus,"
by Edward ( . Sewell, president
of the senior class, the Friday,
March 8, 1968 Issue of the B-G
News reported.
Sewell said something Is wrong
with the Greek system's method
of selection because "there are
only two fraternities and one sorority with Negro members and tw-j
of these, Alpha Phi Alpha and Delta
Sigma Theta, are entirely Negro."
Presidents and other leaders
within the ,reek system vere interviewed at random concerning
the justification of Sewell's discrimination charge against frater
nltles and sororities. The interviewees -- both Negro and white
— were in general agreement
that a problem does exist but
differed sharply In their Interpretations of its gravity and causes.
"Racial discrimination Is like
i nag{lng cold that the Negroes
are trying to live with here at
Bowling Green. It does exist In
the Greek system but Is the fault
of a sick society and a conservative University," said Victoria
J. Watson, outgoing presldjnt of
Delta Sigma Theta, the only social sororltv with Negro members.
Miss Watson was contacted at
the request of Miss Mary A. Brower, assistant dean of women and
adviser of Panhellenlc Council,
who denied the ex 1.stance of any
serious discrimination but added
that if there was she "certainly
had not been made aware of it."
"No one In the 'Power Tower'
seem s aware of the obstacles Negro students encounter everyday.
People Just seem loo busy running
their ow.i lives to be interested
In others. What if the white man
turned black for even one day? He
might not like it.
"I think consideration is a big
word. If the other sororities can't
accept us as we are, then the Greek
system is a farce. I wonder If
my white friends In other sororities would change their attitude
toward me If I could become a
member of their sorority." Miss
Watson said.
"In the fall of 1967 we Invited
the sisters of Delta Slgm.i Theta
over for dinner. I can honestly
say that we all had a wonderful
evening and this was not a Panhellenlc sponsored event," said
Karen A. Chtlel, president of Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority.
Miss Chokel made It clear that
Delta Sigma Theta andAlphaGamma Delta had not been paired for
this particular event in response
to i charge by four Delta Sigma
Theta's that the only time they
are invited to participate In Greek
affairs Is through Panhellenlc
Council.
Miss Watson said the above type
of Invitation w.is 'lie exception but
agreed everyone lid enjoy the evening.
"The exchinge dinners we do
have never get around to any serious discussion. Exchange dinners
could be an opportunity for other
sororities to get to know us as
persons rather than Negroes. But
laughing and singing is miich easier
than facing the problem and clearing the preconceptions," said Shirley J. Brown, president of Dslta
Sigma Theta.
Miss Watson said thit racial
discrimination Is especially keen
In the sororities since no Negro
has ever been accepted by them.
No Negro has gone through closed
rush In the last year, however.
"It Jus', wju'dn't do any good,"
she said. "Two years ago a Negro
dropped out of closed rush because she wasn't getting any attention from the other sororities."
But Miss Chokel said that "In
the past these accusations of racial discrimination may have been
true but recently the Negro women
have given us no opportunity to
pledge them iiecau.se they neglect
the rush program."
"Whether Negro women are ac-

Negroes Asl
Offici

la Greater emphases placed
school students on an academic l

The Admissions Office has
emphasis on the recruiting of N
than athletes and plans are !>e^K
out on admissions teams that g
help with the recruiting proces;
mike sure that Negroes ire ade
in yearbooks and other pub'.icatic
2. An
official

investigation of the Of'
for discriminatory practi

The suggestion has oeen
system In our adm'ssions arta
the apparently constant num'>er o
University over the past ten year:
a quota system or an attitude o
The University w mid welcome at
persons who would wait to Inves
evidence of discriminatory pract
that they would find no evidenc
or ever existed.
,
3. More Negro literature be mc
Library (i.e., scholarly journals,

ft W

, - .t

Some Negro magazines ha
University library and will alsr
bookstore. Every effort will be
in the University library w'.th rega
4. Charters for more predominate*!
ities if they meet the standards o
Council.

Additional predominately Neg
will be given charters on this cam
of IFC and the Panhellenlc Council.

•*.,''

5. An investigation of discrimin
housinq.

All approved off-campus haul
discriminatory clause that Is pir
else it will no longer be listed. A
been discriminated against In sucl
may file a complaint which would
has been a practice of this Universl
cepted In our house In the future
depends firs'on whether they have
tin; initiative to go through the
closed rush program. Then, if
they possess the qualities of the
person we are looking for, I personally feel they will have no
obstacles preventing their membership.
"We wouldn't drop them Just
because they are Negro, nor wo old
we accept then Just to avoid the
la'iel of discrimination, but rather we would judge them as we
Judge any rushee.
"Tne thing that has always puzzled me Is that when I picked up
my open house bids, the only house
that I did not receive an invitation from was Delta Slgm.n Theta"
Miss Chokel said.
Two fraternities have taken
steps towardlntegrationasreflected In the acceptance of a Negro In Zeta Beta Tau and the
recent Negro pledge of D»lta Upsilon. Nevertheless, there are still
16 all white fraternities on campus.
Gordon F. Beecher, preside it of
Sigma Chi social fraternity, explained the situation within his
house:
"The reason we don't have any
Negroes In our chapter is because under our system it takes
only one memlier to prevent a
person from pledging. There is a
strong enough anti-Negro feeling
among our current brothers to
prevent a Negro from pledging in der this type of system.
Bruce S. Fischer, president of
the Interfraternlty Council, agreed
with Beecher that a fraternity's
members have the right to discriminate because fraternities are
self supporting. "But we run into
problems when that discrimination
concerns race or religion rather
than other traits/' he said.
"If a Negro is blackballed it
could be for some reason other
than color. In the fall of 1966
Kd Cox and another Negro both
pledged Zeta Beta Tau. The other
Negro was not accepted but Cox
was and now he ls-ptesld-n' oT

Zeta Beta Tau," Fischer explained.
Cox himself feels some racial
discrimination exists but says he's
"no*, bitter about It.
I think
Negroes segregate themselves. I
feel our fraternity would take another Negro If he had the qualities we really wanted."
Richard B. Sewell, president of
Alpha Phi Alpha, the only all
Negro fraternity on campus, denied that Cox' acceptance by Zeta
Beta Tau mi any real victory for
the rest of the Negroes on BGSU's
campus.
Miss Browi, again representing
Delta Sigma Theta, agreed that
Cox's position In Zeta Beta Tau
"means very little to the average
struggling Negro. Cox Is In the
category of those who don't really
realize the everyday problem.-! of
the average Negro or Just doesn't
care about them," she said.
"That's absurd," said Cox, In
reference to the other Negroes'
accusations. "Just because I've
got my foot in the door doesn't
mean I can pull other Negroes in;
they need some initiative themselves."
Negroes In Alpha Phi Alpha
say they have been treated fairly
In the IFC and expressed pride
in the fact that they now have a
member up for election for secretary.
Tney s'lll Insist, however, that
there Is racial discrimination 1 n
the rest of the Greek system and in
the University as a whole. Members were in agreement with their
president who said: "We like
our fraternity; it's Just the principle of the thing. We would like
to know that If we wanted to join
a white fraternity we could."
Race Is nit as big a factor as
most Negroes think, according to
Allen J. Bailey, freshin?n In Un
College of Education. Bailey is
th» first Negro lo pledge Delta
Upsllon Social fraternity.
"t have done the MUM thing

all the others pledges have and
caught the same hell as the others
have and I can honestly si/ Ui.it
race hasn't entered In.
"The guys to'.d me they wanted
me as a brother because Pm Allen
Bailey, not because I'm an athlete
or a Negro. If I do become an
active momiier I, too, will evaluate the qualities of a pledge as an
individual. Then if I vote In favor
of accepting a pledge it will be
because his qualities as an individual are favorable, not because
he Is black or white."
William E. Bensle, president of
Delta Upsllon, said thit Billey is
"among our exceptional pledges.
The brothers of the house have
taken a mature attitude toward tilm
and accepted him as a person.
Tnls, plus the fact that everyone
has hid a chance to meet him,
is why I feel he's sure to make It."
"When 1 first asked to pledge
Delta Upsllon I wasn't nearly so
worried about what the guys In
the DU house would think as I
was about what the Negroes would
think.
"So I made a little Investigation
an 1 found that must of the Negroes
were against m/ pledging Delta
Upsllon. They said I would lose
all contact with other Negroes.
"In some respects I have because I'm not in the Negro clique,
but I still haven't lost my Identity
with the Negro. My pledging Delta
Upsllon has caused a lot more
backlash from the Negroes than
from ihe whites.
"I hope in the future mure Negroes are accepted by other fraternities. But I also lope their
acceptance Is because of their
qualities as a person. Just because I'm Negro doesn't mean
anyone has to hand m° anything; I
want to earn It,"Baileyconcluded.
Both Alpha Phi Alpha and Dalta
Sigma Theta expressed concern about the continued survival of their
houses. They are finding it increasingly difficult to meet the
University's minimum nunVier of
required occupants for thelr hou-

6. Grooming rooms mode availabl
barber employed by the university f

Groom.'ng rooms or cosrifct
available as soon as possible in
the use of Negro students. The
in the Untverslty Union has been
training In the cutting of the hal
Barber College so that he can i
Negro students.
7. More Negro coaches in relatio
athletes.
>* 1

We are in the process now ol|
coach in our athletic department

In regard to the problems that
students) request that some progress
1. The recruiting of more Negro p
ants.

The University continues to m
competent Negro faculty. It is im
Individuals are in very short sup;
Every effort will be made next >
recruit graduate students, but, in
number of visiting Negro scholaritc
2. That Afro-American history eo
riculum.

It Is our feeling that sped;
history may not be deslrab'.e 'n
thu reasonable assurance may be
history and his oon'rlbutlons will
treatment In all of our courses. In
Indication that a course given wi
300 will be offered as early as |
the problems of the Negro in cont>
be a credit seminar.
ses because only about one fourth
of the '.e»s than one hundred Negro
study's earolled are Greek.
Despite the Negroes' minority,
Tim Sm'th, assistant dean of men,
is optimistic about the fu'ure of
Alpha Phi Alpha.
"I'm real pleased with Dick
Sewell's leadership and know he
has improved their house tremendously.
Now that they are off
scholastic probation I think we'll
see them participating In more
events," Smith said. '

*

♦
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The Man In The Middle
Ills Answer
I act upon the Nejro problem
pnder the chairmanship of
Jointed to study and act upon
pt members of the University
has recently un I Tinken to
by a group of Negro s'.ulents
h the following statement with
I re the adoption of the requests
lie requests "reasonable and
[the recruiting of Negro high
s.

[ins presently to pla^e great
lo high school students other
I li^'.p'i to send Negro students
Into high schools in order to
J'ther efforis will be made to
Itely represented In pictures
fthat go out of the University.
of Admissions by

a state

le that we have had a quota
fiegro students because of
|egro students admitted to the
»re Is no evidence that such
■(elusion exists In this office,
recognized outside agency or
Me our admissions office for
I. We feel In our own minds
|KH any such practice exists
[available in the University
els. poetry, history, etc.)

[recently been added to our
for sale In 'he University
|de to increase our ho'.dlngs
i Negro literature.

By JUDY RICHER And
LEG STEPH3N3DN
Dr. Jam:s Bond sat behind his
desk in the Vice-Presldent of Student Affairs' office and told of his
reaction to Martin l.uther Kin.i's

murder.

He was at Cape Kennedy, Florida when he heard of the m.irder,
and tr.is "stunned. . .not really
surprised.
Dr. King had been
expecting his death; he was thoroughly prepare! to die," he said.
For Dr. Bond, the death of Martin Luther King held an added bit
of Irony. "When I returned to
Bowling Green from Florida, I
found a letter on my desk from one
of my former students, written before the murder. In it she said
that she too felt Dr. Kinj would
die soon."
Dr. Bond's biggest fear from
the aftermath of the violent King
murder was that people would act
out their reactions of sho:kover
the death of so great man for Un
moment only—then go their own
way unhanged In their opinions on
discrimination.
The looting and rioting In some
parts of the United States after
the m irder "disappointed, but did
not surprise me," he said. "Th»
people who rioted did so perhaps
from i personal sense of frustration."
Since Bowling Green was on
spring break immediately after the
murder, Dr. Bond did not get a
chance to jud.?e the reactions of
the iinwiin ■ Green student community. But his wife, a fifth grade
teacher in Toledo, was faced with
"I'm glad they shot him," and
"It should have happened sooner,"
com i) ;nls from her students th;

no-o fraternities and sororF.t. and the Pan-Hellenic

fraternities and sororities
if they meal the standards
In

in

off-campus approved

Sust conform to the antie approval procedure or
Ituient who feels that he has
1t-ca.iu.nij improved housing
fpromptly investigated. This
or some time.

Each Individual . . . should
"undergo a 'soul searching.'

female dormitories and a
|legro male students.

■yVfacllltles will be made
Ifemale residence halls for
lier wno has the concession
Itructed to obtain additional
Negro imles it the Toledo
|lde better services for our
the large number of Negro

emptlng to employ a Negro

lire time, we (the Negro
nade toward the following:
Issors and graduate assist-

sprlous efforts to recruit
nt to recognize that su.-h
|ln this nation at this tim".
to employ professors and
iltlon, we hope to bring a
I campus.
BS

be included in the cur-

pourses in Afro-American
long run, but that more
en that the Negro and his
iven fair anl appropriate
meantime there is every
I tjp number Liberal Arts
fall dealing broadly with
orary America. This will
The original A'pha Phi Alpha
house was demolished to make
room for the new library. "Since
^iey've been moved off campus for
Tack of housing we've never had
any complaints about their conduct
from MI i TOU ml I in; townspeople.
They've always conducted themselves asgeu'lemen," Sin' thadded.
Smith said he would like to see
other fra'e-iilles Invited to the
^lpha Phi Alpha house as well as
vice-versa. "B.jt. It takes a willingness from both' sides."

day after the murder.
"The shiients didn't know erne
was a Negro," said Dr. Bond.
"After she collectel her feelings
she turned the whole thing Into a
learning situation," said Dr. Bond.
Mrs. Bond divided the class
into those with light hair and those
with dark hair. The dark haired
children had all their privileges
taken away and experienced the
feellnj of being discriminated agaln-i:. In the afternoon she reversed the w"i.)'e procedure and the
light haired children went through
the same thing. "The kids got
very upset by this. They tried
persuasion first, and then experienced frustration. When asked
what they would do if this continued, they said they would fight,"
said Dr. Bond.
In this way, Mrs. Bond was able
to use the reactions to the King
murder to stimulate meaningful
discussion on prejudice In her fifth
grade class.
However, anoth;rNegroteaching in the same all-white school
was not even able to solicit "I'm
glad they shot him," reactions
from the same type of students.
And when the learning situation
Is removed to a place like Bowling
Green where Negro members of
the faculty are few and far between, students are faced alone
with the responsibility of form'ng
their own attitudes.
Dr. Bond sees the University
student as possessing a much
greater degree of openness and
Idealism than other members of
society, and feels that ln-depth
discussions may solve some of the
Negro problems on campus now.
But he also feels that It is up
to each Individual to voluntarily
undergo a "soul searching."
The University Itself has failed,
thinks D,-. Bond, In "not making
the extra-special effort to make
sure" that disc rim'nation does not
exist on campus. "It takes extra effort to be sure that there
are no problems. And you put
ou' the effort to do something because it ought to be done, not to
avoid trouble."
The University should, according to Dr. Bond, provide educational opportunities for economically and culturally deprived persons, whether they be black or
w'.il'e..
A solid commitment to
human rights should also be made

by the University, said Dr. Bond.
But he does not think that this
solid commitment would necessarily call for the removal of all
fraternity and sorority groups
from the campus.
"Sororities and fraternities are
good for those who feel that they
learn from them ro dally and Intellectually, but they should be
open for EVERYONE who wants
them." Although the charters of
the 'J reek groups on campus have
passed checks for discriminatory
clauses, Dr. Bond says that "at
the present time It Is very difficult to demonstrate that sororities and fraternities here are
open."
Dr. Bond also feels that the University should w.-Lte up and realize
that Its comm mtty Is not exclusively a "white world. There Is
not one picture of a Negro In ths
University Bulletin, because the
News Service did not have one in
Us file when the Bulletin was made
up. Tnls should be remedied."
Clarifying Its position as an
employer is another extra effort
Dr. Bond feels that the University
should make. "Nejro faculty are
scarce, and Negroes are not used
to living In a town like liowilng
Green." Dr. Bond himself faced ;i
"few narrow bigots" upon trying
to purchase a lot upon which lo
build a house in Bowling Green,
but h9 feels that most of the townspeople have welcomed him.
However, he feels that "the University has not made any special
effort to get the Negro here. It
Is known as a 'whltey University,' and what does the Negro
stii 11MIi se:-' when he looks at the
bulletin? Not one picture of a
Negro."
But Dr. Bond strongly denied
recent charges by students that
the administration controls the
percentage of Negro admissions.
"We don't even know !irf -n.i \j
Negroes will be In the freshman
class next year," he stated.
"There Is no way of telling from
the data on the applications because It Is Illegal to require a
statement of race on admission
applications."
"When asked about a recent
statement concerning unfair treatment of Negro athletes by a Negro
student Dr. Bond replied, "I don't
think Negro athletes are exploited
any more than white athletes. "

"I mode it . . . But, I still
get hurt." (Photos by Lee
Stephenson)

The executive committee of the
Faculty Senate has recently established a new committee charged
with safeguarding the civil and
social rights of all memliers if
the University community, I)-.
Bond stated. Its purpose--to Investigate areas of possible dlscrlm na'ory practices In all areas
of University life.
As the only Negro member of
the administration and faculty, Or.
Bond Is in a rather unique position. "I haven't had any problem *
at all in m.' work at this I • iverslty. I'm sure m ■ race had
nothing lo lo with my appointment
here," he continued. "Andanyone
who thinks It was I token appointment should follow .ii around on
my busy schedule for a couple of
days.
Dr. Bond, who lias always lived
In Integrated circumstances, was
raised in I.oraln, Ohio, where his
fam'lv was the only Negro family
on the block. "I was one of three
Negroes In my high school graduating class," he said.
"I actually have had very few
Instances in my life where I wis
rejected for the color of my skin
I made It. But, I still get Inn anl It still doesn't stop me."
Pausing, he glanced up quickly
to ask, <*'W>ia> difference Is It
if a man's skin color Is different'.' It doesn't affect his values."
But Dr. Bond feels that the nation's problems won't tie easily
solved if people simply don't realize their own problems.
"It's a hard thing to know your
own feelings and attitudes. The
university s;:uient has a great degree of openness and Idealism, but
effort must bo made . . . take that
look Inward."

Feelings Of The President

Student Attitudes Disappoint Him
By JUD'.' EiCHER
Feature Editor
"I refuse to think of the Negro
as a problem area or situation
unique unto Itself," said President
William T. Jerome when asked
about dl scrim tnatlon on the
Bowling Green University campus.
"Once you have labeled the
Negro as a problem, you put perlmeters arou 11 the whole situation,
and it becoms'S m>.re difficult to
solve."
Relaxing In his eighth floor Administration Building office, Dr.
Jerome went onto say that those
who rise above their environmental
problem "are great people, they
have to be." He cites his attitudes
on the Negro problem as stem nlng
from his upbringing when he "lived
on the right side of the tracks and
saw what those on the wron» side
sometimes went through In the
New York nationality group
ghettoes.
"Right now the Negro Is the
fall guy of our society."
Dr. Jerome sees the nation's
solution to dlscrlm nation in "continuous pressure. The society Is
going to have to get more committed to the American dream,
even If It means burning the whole
thin.; down."
Dr. Jerome also feels that white
people have conditioned them selves to milking sure that there
are people below them.
As a whole Dr. Jerome has not
been pleased with what he "has
seen here. Up to a couple of years
ago, I don't think the other students
made the Negroes welcome."
But he feels adin'nislia'.lve
members should not "Work witli
a heavy hand" In the solving of
Nejiro problems here," ano says

that "m ha/e been working on
a number of things over the years."
The work has Involved helping
Negroes In such a "way as to truly
help them. You don't help them
by going out and doing favors for
them, you must give them opportunities," said Dr. Jerome.
"The Negro will fall into a trap
by asking for favors," he continued.
In reference to the scarcity of
Negro students on campus, Dr.
Jerome said that BG's admitting
procedures are not designed in
the same way as those of private
Institutions. "Our doors are open,
wa don't recruit except in the case

of athletes. But this doesn't mean
we won't, we will have to go out
and recruit Negro students."
He doesn't necessarily feel however, that a larger nuniiier of
Negro students will lessen any
of the Negroes' problem - on campus. The college student rather
"most be exposed to all viewpoints, colors and needs."
Parents in fact have been known
to cause problems when the'.r son
or daughter faces a Negro roommate upon moving Into a University
dormitory. But contrary to the
policy at some universities. Dr.
Jerome stated that this University
does no'. Mild out questionnaires

asking If a s'ulent would room
with a Negro.
How.'ver, some students living
In dormitories have reported receiving such slips In past years.
Dr. Jerome said that Individual
residence hall directors could send
out such slips, but "the administration has no knowiedge of It.
And it certainly Is Illegal."
He feels that It Is up to all
stu lea's to solve both national and
local dlscrlm'nation. He qualifies
this by saying that the whole factor
will make no difference to the
'"average s'udent.' The average
student never changes—only those
concerned will fight the battles."

Balogh Says Equality Will Come
"Negroes want socio-economic
security. They want equal social
status with the white person and to
be treated as human beings. Ecouom'cally, they want job security,
housing that Is comparable to that
of the white man, and a type of
job commensurate to their training."
This Is the capsule opinion of
Dr. Joseph K. Balogh, professor of
sociology, concerning the wants of
today's Ne»ro. Dr. Balogh grew
up In a community integrated with
several nationalities and races, including Negroes.
"It makes no difference to me
what someone's race is. As a
boy I played oaseball with Negores,
fou.^hl with them, and ate With them,
Today I am interested In upgrading
them.
"I do believe they have a legi-'j1
timate criticism lonccrnlrig the

absence of Negroes on the faculty.
It's wrong, especially In
a school of this size, regardless of
whose fault It Is," Dr. Balogh
criticized.
Dr. Balogh made It clear that
he does not believe In giving a
Nejro a job just because he's a
Negro, however. "And I don't
think that's what the Negro wants
either. An applicant's qualifications as a person should be the
determining factor.
"I have tried for several years
to get a Negro sociologist but
we can't e/en com > up with a Negro
applicant" D,-. Balogh said. He
attributed this "<o the professlunul
Negroes' relative scarcity as well
as the University's politically conservative campus.
"Negroes nt this University are
jieaceful and larir-abWui" is are
the v:-.st ;i ijorlty ol ,:t ■ ■■■■ i

everywhere.
"I have grave doubts that Negroes can achieve anything through
militancy. Congress is not Impressed by such action and psychologically, It m.ay do them more
harm than good. We must remember, however, that it is only a very
small minority creating most of
the trouble.
"Sometimes the differences
within a minority group are quite
substantial in themselves," Dr.
Balogh commented. The gap between lower and upper classes exists In all groups but Is "especially
Intense In Negro and other minority groups," he explain; I.
"I am anxiously awaiting the
Una: when equal rights will be
shared am iig all races, creeds,
»•■ colors," Dr Balogh said,
thai this Dine "most cer-
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African Students View BG, King, America
By DEBBY WHISENHUNT
and
JIM MARINO
Amnrlca was stunned on the
evening of April 4 when a shot
from .in automatic rifle struck
down civil rights leader, Dr. Mirtln King. And as the sound of that
gunsho' reverberated around the
world, other nations began to feel
the Impact of the bullet.
Bowling Green's African exchange students—one direct link to
the minds of foreign governments—told these reporters their
reactions to both the King murder
an i discrimination In America.
"Dr. King was supposed to come
to my country to help settle a
civil war In the provinces. I think
this black man from America who
was willing to travel 6030 miles
to help us would have been a great
Influence on my people and my
country's problems," said Haymoil Oladlpupo, an African
exchange stulent from YabaLagos, Nigeria.
Mos' of Bowling Green's African
stulents were shocked and dismayed by the murder.
"The violence which son*}
Negroes displayed after the murder was senseless. Frustrated
people don't think. They destroy
what they've built; and then when
they calm down, they regret the
destruction," Mr. Oladipupo continued.
A student from Tanzania In East
Africa saw Dr. Kinj as a model
human being.
"His death was a great loss
to the whole world because he
was fighting for human rights.
He felt that color was no criterion for superiority or inferiority
and he disliked people who classified others as first, second or
third rate citizens," said Joseph
M.ikoye, a graduate student.
He feels that hope for America
lies In mass education for the
Negro.
"The first thing the United States
should do Is withdraw from Vietnam. The extra money could then
be allocated for internal development.
"In particular, the money could
be used for scholarships. Education will change the Negroes' ways
of action. An educated person acts
differently from an Ignorant person," Mr. Makoye concluded.
The tragedy of Dr. King's death
to the American people as well
as to the world was also expressed
by Momolu Dorley, an African
exchange student from Monrovia,
Liberia.
"Dr. King was a good citizen
of the world In view of his reaction to discrimination and his concern for freedom for all.
"I am sure that his dream Is
not dead. When his practices are
put to work, discrimination will
not last long," he said.
Mr. Dorley sees both a bad and
a good side to the riots.
"On the one hand, riots just
complicate matters and do not
lead to an understanding ot the
basic problems.
"On the other band, I think
the city riots are causing the
young, white American to think
In a more liberal way than his

Sophomore Treasurer
WES BOWMAN
Why am I running for class
treasurer again? After nearly
a year of actual participation
as freshman class treasurer
this answer comes to me
almost automatically, and still
with purpose. My strong Interest In class government
makes this office a challenge
for me. lam Interested enough
to make this Job work, to
initiate improvement where
necessary. Through experience I know the procedures
required in requisitioning
class monies. But most Important, the position of
treasurer Is primarily a Job
of budgeting—the office requires all the experience possible to keep the planning of
class functions running
smoothly. I offer this experience, plus the desire for
needed Improvement, and the
sincere promise of filling the
position to the very best of
my ability.

father thought. In this way, the
riots are accomplishing something
positive,-' he said.
Another solution to our racial
problems was expressed by
Jagdlsh H. Chadha from Nairobi,
Kenya.
"Americans should search their
hearts, Humin beings are human
beings anl skin pigment doesn't
make any difference. A in in should
not be denied rights on this basis.
"We are all the creatures of
God and we are all equal. If religious concepts are applied to life
In the United States, then Dr.
King's beliefs must be acted upon,"
M *. Chadha said.
A great similarity existed
between Dr. King and Ghandl of
India, he continued. Both were
apostles of peace, and both were
Influenced by non-violent actions.
"Whether or not King's death
will mean the end of non-violence
remains to be seen. If people
could only grasp his Ideals, a
great deal of work could be done.
Only time will tell the real consequences of his death," he sa'd.
Mr. Chadha also voiced the
possibility of an International condemnation of our nation.
"I think the murder will
definitely reflect on America.
People overseas do not understand
this country, and they will condemn
the white man," he concluded.
One African student, who wished
to reauJn mmymous, felt no Involvement In Dr. King's death.
"It didn't really affect me too
much. I am not an American,"
he said.

But though they might not have
been directly affected by the nrirder, African students admit being
directly touched by discrimination.
"Outwardly I am supposed to
have the same basic freedoms as
the white man," said Isidore
Emele, sophomore from Ahlara,
Nigeria. "But would I be crazy
enough to think I could stop anyone walking along the w.iy here
to talk, as a white man co jld.an 1
expect that person to be friendly
to me?
"Discrimination Is a new question for me. Things are not this
way In my land," he added.
Emele said In Nigeria there
are some 40,000 whites, many
nationalized citizens, and explained there is not the same
em.hasis there as here on the
'I am white, you are black' issue.
"A white man would probably
feel more at home in Nigeria
than a Negro would In America,"
remarked Emele.
The young man gazed off for
several moments, then attempted
to explain why he finds it hard
to fit in at Bowling Green.
"I am iiot an Introvert. I like
people, and I like people to like
me. When I see someone I know,
I always throw a 'hi' to then.
But when that person does not throw
a 'hi' back at me, I feel sorry
and will not greet that person
again," Emele said.
Emele tried to consider ttr;
environment of the city of Bowling
Green to determine whether or not
elern ents there could be attributed
to 'Jie treatment he has received
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while a student here.
"People may call Bjwilng Green
'conservative' In its actions," he
began. "I think It is simply narrow-minded."
Another student, also from
Nigeria, Michael Esslet, was
equally quick to express himself.
"Discrimination here is America's problem, not mine," he said.
"I will not worry myself with
what others think of me. That is
their concern.
"I came here to make friends
as well as to learn, but find
myself only attending classes,
then returning to my dormitory,"
Esslet stated.
"Each individual must decide
on this business for himself. I
will only be In this country for
a short time, and do not wish
to preclp'.tate trouble on the ques-

tion," he said
Jo.nah M. Scott, freshman here
from Monrovia, Liberia, dealt with
the University discrimination
question on a more general level
than did his comrades.
"My people would look upon
any area that discriminated with
a great deal of pity," Scott saldf
But the fact remains that the
murder of a man like Dr. King
made a deep Impression upon most
of these visitors to American
society.
More than one month has passed
since the slaying of Dr. King.
But still the world continues t*
hear the fatal shot and to feel
the Impact of the bullet. Many
reactions are yet to be seen.
Many will never be seen, but
will unconsciously be felt In the
hearts of people of foreign nations.

ELECT

CYND/
NORBUT
for
Sophomore Class Rep.

The Fraters Of
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
w/sh fo congratulate

BETTE

CAROLE JEAN

Sophomore
For
May Court

GALLOWAY
1967-68 SWEETHEART

MARKETING CLUB
MEETING

ELECT

AL
BALDWIN

Wed., May 8th
Capitol Room 7:30 p.m.

'KNOWLEDGE &
EXPERIENCE
COUNT"
'IDEAS &
INNOVATION
COUNTS"

Speaker Mr. Sarole • VP & Director of Automotive Marketing and Research for Macmanus, John & Adams Advertising Agency.
Mr. Sarole will speak on "TRANSLATING MARKETING
INFORMATION INTO A FORM CALLED ADVERTISING"
Sub Topic - THE PONTIAC SUCCESS STORY AND PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN ADVERTISING.

ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME
ELECTION OF OFFICERS WILL BE HELD

Actives

ELECTION WEDNESDAY

MAY 8
ABSENTEE
BALLOTING
6:30 - 8:30 Tuesday ,
May 7
BACK OF UNION

Keep

the

Ball

Rolling

Lets
Repeat as Softball
Champs!
KAPPA SIG
PLEDGES

■
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FOR SALE OR REST
Twj Bedroom furnished apartment
to sublet tor the summer. 265
Varsity South. Ph 352-5054
* For Sale: 1965 CorvairCorsa Sport
Coupe, 4 speed, 180 horse power,
turbo charged engine. Excellent
condition, Call 352-5440.
Furnshed One Bedroom apt. Summer months, ext. 2404, Bill.
<* For Sale: Furnished 36" Hose
Trailer. Across the street from
campus. $600. Call 354-6561 after 5.
Rooms for male students. Near
campus. Ph. 352-7365.
* Unfurnished one bedroom apt. to
sublease June 15 to August 31.
Varsity Square. 352-1683.
100 Watt Dual Channel Amplifier
with reverb and tremolo, etc.,
like new $140. Also a Shure Dynamic Unidirectional microphone
a Model 55 SW, used approx 2 hours,
$60. Call 353-9271. ask for Gene.
Sublet tor sumnsr, Charles Apt.
air conditioned, reasonable, Ph.
352-5419 from 3-4.

Page?

Sublease apt. for summer, 2 bedroom, air conditioned, University
Courts, CaU 352-5586.

Pacific Blue, 25,000 mi. Ph 3521313.
LOST AND FOUND

Tow bedroom, 7 rm. furnished apt,
garage, basement, fenced In yard,
all utilities paid. References, no
pets, Ph. 352-1313.

.
.
.—
Lost: Palrof dark-rlm ined glasses, Please call Larry, 2653, or
ZBT Need desperately -Reward

Apt. for sub-lease, one block from
campus, prefer 2 girls. Call 3535395.
Approved Rooms - June & Sept Men, Ph 353-8241 after 3 pm.
ATTENTION FACULTY ANJ
MARRIED STUDENTS
STADIUM VIEW APARTMKNTS
Campbell Hill Road, opposite B G
Stadium, Bowling Green's finest
new adult/family apartment community. Exceptionally large 1, 2 &
3 bedroom suites, 1 1/2 & 2
baths, fully carpeted, fully air
conditioned, garages, swimming
pool, cable TV. Rentals from
$132 Includes all utilities except
electric. Open dally; Resident
Manager on duty 10 am to 8 pm.
352-5766. Bates & Springer, Inc.,
Mgrs.
Sublet for summer - 2 bedroom
'urnlshed apt. Varsity Square Call
352-7082.
For Sale: 1965 VW Convertible

Experience counts, Signed, Roomldoos.

Elect Phi Mu Candidates for May
Court: Terrl - Queen, Noreen Junior, Judy - Sophomore, Leigh
_ Freshman.

Elect Jay Balluck for Junior Class
Vice President.

vote for Debbie Stanley for Secretary of Class of 1971.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
GwVn TBMT~ CongratuTattons"

Experience and Desire - Peggy
Ronrs for Class of 1970
Senary.

KD Love Your
MHrir^
'
»• - * "tji'dtai^'took's."
„_„'_____
same now?? I seriously doubt!

Congratulations on your engagemant Ro & Din. Love, Your KD
Sisters
....
Elect Pat DIPlactdo Senior Class
Representative.
—
—
What this school needs is a good
5? cigar. Elect Kenn Rohrs.
—.._._
The Big Ka—hoona! First floor
East salutes you, Carol Moornea(1

Congrats on your engagement. KD
Love, Marti.
Paddy Murphy's ailment Is still
purrilng doctors at the Wood County Hospital. Dr. Flockenhaus, of
tne BGSU mfirmsry, was called
in as special advisor to the case.
He ls convinced thai recovery for
„,, famous SAE is imminent. The
brothers of SAE have started a
special charity drive to defray
costs. contributions will be accepted at the house at any hour.

Brothers of DU: The weather was
pretty black on Friday and so were
the windows. We'll forgive you.
Love, your Debs.

"I can offer you no double talk,
Just answers." Vote John Goodall for Sophomore Class President.

Womnn of Founders: Meet the

Elect OGRE for Senior Class Rep.

DiPLACIDO

0

Goodall Team, 7 pm In the formal lounge.

FOR

Elect Kenn Rohrs for Student Body
President.
Bill Williams: Good luck running
for U.A.O. Director - at - largel
Your plnmate, Nancy.
Men of Rodgers; Meet the Goodall
Team, 9:30 pm In the lobby.
Experience counts...Elect Pat DlPlacldo Senior Representative.
Delta Zeta's - how surpressed are
you're desires...We'll all soon
know.
Hey Delts, Let's get movln' 'n
groovln' to Delta Townl ?
Phi Psl's: Congratulations on giving Elmer his first bath in months.
Love ya, Cheryl.
Royal Green sez: Congratulations
to Darlene Hall, Golden Torch Society Charter Mem'jer.
(Continued an Page 10)

SENIOR REP.

Looking For A Year
^
Of Change?

JONI
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

^°JOHN GOODALL

THE TERROR OF WILLOWICK

for
Sophomore Class President

LOVE,

DENNY

EXPERIENCE AND ANSWERS
For an impressive graduation

Pe

ggy
Rohrs

a meaningful doss gift

Frank
Pittman

aid rospoosiblo leadership,

Eloct

for Secretary of
the Class of 1970

CHUCK MALLUE

ELECT FOR

SENIOR CLASS VICE-PRESIDENT

SOPHOMORE
t*i

PRESIDENT
THE ONE
WHO CARES
ABOUT YOU!

Roger McCraw
JUNIOR PRESIDENT

Chris
Thayer

FOR SECRETARY OF
THE CLASS OF 71
VOTE

CLASS

For Junior Class
Treasurer

DEBBIE STANLEY

John Graff
JUNIOR VICE PRESIDENT

/

Sue Smith

Cindy Gemma

JUNIOR SECRETARY

JUNIOR TREASURER

Melinda Smith Craig Pickering
JUNIOR REP

JUNIOR REP

Marilyn Myrick
JUNIOR REP

Pag* 10-
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Classifieds

Vote Yes for the BG School Levy
Elect Bob Levy, Soph. Class V.P.

Kappa Sigma wishes to thank the
Alpha XI Delta's for the serenade.
Thank you all you golden throats.

(Continued From Page 0)
Get high for tomorrow! Vote KATHY BURLEY for Soph. Sec.

Happy Birthday Poofle! Drink up!
You- loving Cousin.

Brad-Blue ribbons for one of the
few MEN on campus. Stick to your
high Ideals! The girl In pln'< and
white at the Harrad discussion.

The way to go — with DlPlacldo Experience and Leadership
for Senior Representative.

For responsible student government and a true voice in student
affairs, vote for Steve Harris for
Sophomore Rep.

THUMBNAIL for Editor!
E.R. and E.D
Sophomores: Elect Cindy Gem na
the bos' candidate for class treasurer.

Wanted: Female roomate for next
fall. Living at Greenvlew. For Information Call Diana 352-0123.
A winning ticket - Vote Laurel,
Linda, Mlckl and Diane, May Court.

Girl wanted to share apartment
for ne<t year. Contact Jan, ext
3206, Room 205.

Vote Pam Suler - UAO Dlrectorat- Large

KD's say - We love you Jan,
Jackie, Nancy, Adle.

2 riders to PGH. Mother's Day
Wknd. May 11-12. 352-5619 or
406 S. College Dr.

Need one or two roommates for
summer school, both sessions.
Call BOB, 352-5373.

Ginny: congratulations to you an1
your MSU Lavallermate. Your
Pledge Sisters.

Go Nuts - Bay donuts from D.G.
Pledges.
College men - full time and part
time work. Athletically and politically inclined. 2-10 shift. Salary $3-3.95 hr. CaU Merit, 2440841, Toledo.

The Sisters of Phi Mu say Juniors: re-elect MaryBeth Gabrenya to Student Council; Sophomores: vote for Roger McC rawPresident, Cindy Gemma- Treasurer, and Cralg Pickering- Council Rep.

Free Room & Board to the right
co-ed this summer In return for
babysitting 1 child 8-12 wkdays,
Frl & Sat evenings. 354-0352.
Transportation provided.

Don't Graduate Magna Cum Silence - Vote Seller, Senior Class
President.
Vote for experience, elect Jay
Balluck for Junior Class VicePresldent.

Needed - 1 man for 3 man apt.
Varsity Square, for June, July,
Aug. Call Dave, 352-5658 after
4:30 pm.

Wlftie Woodle - The California
Kid and the Hlcksville Hero made
the grade!

Get a lions voice In gov't. Vote
Kenn Rohrs.

Congratulations Bambino and Diana. "Pinned for Safety." Love,
the Debs.

Wanted: roommate to share apt.
for Simmer school. Walking distance fro.n oampus. Contact Rick,
3394.

,

,
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Juniors: With one year of Council
behind her, Mary Beth Gabrenya
should be your choice for Senior
Rep.
More for your money...
EXPERIENCE
Vote Wes Bowman
SOPHOMORE TREASURER.
Four score and seven years ago...
they would have voted for DlPlacldo — Elect Pat DIPlacIdo as your
Senior Representative.
Put Graff In Government. Vote
John Graff, Junior Vice President
He's got class he's got hep.
Vote for HARRIS for Soph Rep.
Two girls needed to share apartment this summer. Call 352-5304.
Wanted: One male roommate for
entire summer. Call 352-2883 after 6.
For responsible leadership In the
year of change: Vote John Goodall
for Sophomore Class President.
Become an active and participating
member of the sophomore classelect Pat Erdman Soph. V.P.

Tryouts for Boy Cheerleaders for
football season next Wednesday
at 6:15 at Memorial Hall.
Congrats to BabyOwlsonth;lrflne
trlke ride.
Insurance questions or problems?
Call Bob or Doug at the LeGalley
Insurance Agency 353-0405
Kenn Rohrs for Student Body Pres.
- Mature, responsible leadership.
Vote for responsible class government, elect Jay Balluck for
Junior Class Vice-Presldent.
KD's say - Ojr Mny Court candidates are the greatest! Queen Jan, Jackie - Junior, Nancy Sophomore, Adle - Frosh.
Good Luck John Graff in the election for Junior Class V.P. Your

Plnmate Laurie Walkup.
Stand "Pat" on the Issues facing the sophomore class - vote
for Pat Erdman, Soph. V.P.
*
Charlie Brown say.: Vote for my
sister "Linda" for Jr. Class secretary.
Up ani coming Juniors, Vote May
8
Roger McC raw
<
Junior President
John Graff
Junior Vice President
Sue Smith
Junior Secretary
Cindy Gemma
Junior Treasurer
Cralg Pickering
Marilyn Mirrlck
*
Mollnda Smith
Junior Class Representatives

For
Sophomore Treasurer
Elect

Bruce

The Chi O's wish to congratulate
Jan, Sara, Alice, and Bea on a
job well done in the Swan Club
Show.

Edwards
JUDY

Rising Seniors Vote ARVETTA
SCOTT, SENIOR REP.

Junior

Stand Pat ...or better yet, seat him
as your Senior Representative Elect DlPlacido.

Attendant

Fred in 140 Bromfleld, Thanks for
the favor. Jennie & O'MalleyThe Zoo-Hoppers

for

Congrats Carol Moorhead ani
Keith Jo.nes on your April 29th
Engagement
Roar for Rohrs

■*■

-—————--

May Court
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DOES DOW
CORPORATION
CARE ABOUT PEOPLE?
On May 8, J968, in Midland, Michigan Dow Corporation will hold
its annual stockholders meeting.
Many persons in that meeting are going to press Dow to drop its
Napalm contract. In order to focus national attention on Dow we need a massive
demonstration in Midland.

Join is in Ann Arbor

OH

i

Tuesday evening May 7, at 8:00 p.m. for a rally

at The First Methodist Church, 120 S. State Street
For more information contact: Rev. John Peter, 352-5591; Dr. Henry
L Gerner, 352-7843; Mr. Ruben Marshall, 354-1899; Roger Statesman, 823-6844
RIDES AVAILABLE

or in

Ann Arbor:

Mrs. Barbara Fuller (313 663-0473)

Meet At The Union

A,5«P. TODAY,
w

w

R|DES AVA|LABLE
n

. .

T,

...

ACTION IS SPONSORED BY
i.tttJWB
CLERGY AND LAYMEN CONCERNED ABOUT VIETNAM
w

THIS

«»*^*^ » » »"»'«»«»««»»»«^»»»^»»»»«»#»»w»»«»«^«^«»»»»«#»»»»»w#»
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Rob Bennet

Charlie Tabasko

Ralph Canady

...And Nothing's Quite
As Sure As Change...
By TOM HINE
Sports Editor
ID the dustv, musty past of
years Ions since gone by, an unremembered scholar remirked
that "nothing Is quite as sure as
change."
Indeed.
Think, please, and consider for
|--,f just a momunt the events and the
changes which have shaped the
lives of three former Bowling
Green athletes.
Their achievements In sports
Tom Hine
are easily no'eJ-their changes In
life are readily apparent.
* * *
A year ago, a s-iphom-jre named Rob Bennet had
• nowhere to go but up.
As a promising 19-year-old, the pole vaulter from
Plqua, O., had already set the University record In
the event by poling 15-0. He seemed destined for
bigger, better and higher things. An Olympic berth
stood among dreams to be met.
But In June of 1967, Rob Bennet received word froTi
lils local draft board, and It wxsa't long before the

| Bob Co nib ear To Speak |
|In Ballroom May 16th |
:•■: A "Meet the Coach" speech will be held
ft In the Grand Ballroom at 8 p.m. on May 16.
1 Speak:nj w.Ul be Bowling Green's new basket:•:• ball skipper, Bob Conlbear. The newiy-appolnted
ty\ coach plans to discuss next season's team,
•:• upcom'ng freshmen, the Falcon schedule and
? other facets of BG basketball In 1968-69.
The meeting will also feature other members
:■:• of the Athletic Department, Including director
:•: Doyt L. Perry and Jerry Mix, sports lnforma■:• tlo.i director. It is sponsored by the Athletic
•:• Department and Is headed by Paul Barman.
Coach Conlbear will answer questions following
#:':'
I the talk. The meeting Is free and open to the
:•: public.

STAMP IT!

IT'S THf 11*01
REGULAR
MODEL

S LINE TEXT Cm
Th. Iii.i.1 INOMTHUCTHLE HET»l
POCKET HUME* ST«f. 'A" I I".
Sent! check or money or«ler. B*
nure to include your Zip Code. No
IHiat.tre or handling chnrfre*. Ado
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Prompt ilvamaat. SatUtocttaa CurantMd
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bags were packed anl the bus was rolling.
In December, however, Bennet returned to Bowling
Green and discussed his role in the army.
"I'm on the army track team," he grinned, adding "We had trials a week ago and I made the squad.'
"Happy? Hell, I was sweating blood up 'til they
told me I was on," said Bennet. His next stop would
be California for his first official track competition
with the army.
For Rob Bennet, the change was modest—from
on* pole vaulting pit to another.
* * *
Back in 1966, three track relay records were set
In the sprint medley, distance modify and mile.
Instrumental In those time marks was a senior
named Ralph Canady.
Today, Ralph Canady is being kept under the eye of
the law.
Canady was linked to the slaying of a Nashville,
Teruu, police officer, after officials revealed that he
had admitted to being an accomplice to the act.
Currently free on bond, Canady awaits a trial that
could easily mold his life for all time.
For Ralph Canady, the change was vast—from track
to courtroom
* * *
A Cleveland Heights freshmm came to Bowling
Green in 1965 and am;>ng his goals was the hope of
becoming a regular on the Falcon cross country
team.
Charlie Tabasko arrived from high school with good
credentials athletically and few were willing to predict what lay ahead.
"He ran a 4:28 mile back in high school," recalled BG track and cross country coach Mel Brodt.
"He was a good boy, but we figured that the only
reason *ie stuck on the team after a w'.ille WAS because he hoped to be the number saven man the next
season.
"He never made It."
Late first semester of the '.967-68 school year,
Charlie Tabasko was convicted of knowingly permitting the use of a dwelling in his control for the use
and dlspenslon of narcotic drugs. He was sentenced to 2-15 years and Is currently appealing that
decision while out on bond in his home town.
For Tabasko, another major change—from binders
to grass.

SPIillG POT
QflTPf.3.95

Cassius Clay Loses Appeal,
5-Year Sentence Sticks
NEW ORLEANS, La. (AP) —
Cassius Clay, the world's heavyweight boxing chimplon w'no refused induction into the arm xi forces last year, lost an appeal of
his conviction and five-year prison
sentence Monday.
The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals affirmed a lower court
Jury's decision that Clay should
have accepted service as an Army
private, despite his claim.? to be a
Black Muslim minister and conscientious objector.
A federal court jury In Houston,
Tex., last June 20, 1967, convicted
Clay on criminal charges. The
judge sentenced him 'o the maximum prison term of five years
and a $10,000 fine.
Being entirely satisfied that he
has been accorded due process of
law and without discrimination, we
affirm 'hisconviction,"wroteCircuit Julge Robert A. Alnsworth Jr.
of New Orleans.
Clay, who prefers his Muslim
name, Muhammad All, is free on
$5,000 bond. His lawyers have
promised a fight to the U.S. Supreme Court.
His draft board ordered him to
report for duty on April 28, 1967,
In Houston, Tex. Once at the induction center, however, in a highly

'Ugly Violence' Chance
May K0 South Africa
CHICAGO (AP) - Possible "ugly
violence" and not a widespread
boycott threat caused the International Olympic Comm'ttee's
president to recomoiend barring
of South Africa from the 1968
Games at Mexico City.
A very Brundage, 80-year-old
K»C chief, said upon return Thursday from the recent controversial
meeting of the IOC's executive
board in Lausanne, Switzerland,
that he had proposed rather than
opposed the quick mall vote which
knocked South Africa out of the
Mexican Gamns.

publicized move, he would not take
the traditional one-s'ep forward,
signifying entry into the armed
forces.
Although the Influential U.S. boxing circles stripped Clay of his
title when he defied Induction, he Is
still recognized as the champion
in some countries of the world.

STRENGTH IN 77 SECONDS
Thai's all it lakes Io help build'
powerful muscles, trim body
No strenuous exercises ... no elaborate gym equipment... no lengthy,
tedious work-outs. You don't need
time, space, or energy to multiply
your strength ... to broaden youi
shoulders ... to increase your lung
capacity ... to trim your waistline ...
to develop vigor. Now the same
method of Isometric-Isotonic Contraction that trained the German
Olympic Team and other world-famous athletes can help YOU build
a powerful physique. Yes, even if you
are 30, SO years old or more. Unlike
ordinary isometric contraction devices, the TKNSOI.ATOR* combines both Isometric and Isotonic
benefits in a series of quick 7-second
exercises that you do once a day in
your own room — less than 2 minutes
in all! Muscles grow stronger, shoulders broaden, chest expands, waist
tapers down-and you feeel like a
new man. Fast? We guarantee impressive results in 10 days or your
money back without question. Send
for the big brochure that shows stepby-step illustrations of the Tensolator Method. Enclose this ad with
your name, address, zip code (required for mailing!) and 25# to cover
postage and handling to: THOYLO

CORPORATION, Dept. CC.M-8, 509
Fifth Avenue, New York, NY. 10017.

SELECTED
************

: PURSES J
************

1/2 OFF
$30.00 - $5.00 VALUES
FASHION COLORS
& TEXTURES

THI MORP CO.
P. 0. io. 1K23 Laaai Saaara Slatiaa
ATLANTA. CA . 3032*

CHURCH

-^-SHO

SHOP

Now is the ONCE A-YEAR TIME
TO SAVE BIG on the BIG pint-size
Bonne Bell TENOSIX LOTION
Tcn'O'Six I (>lion is the one cleansing and
corrective COimetic thai helps your skin
to complete natural beauty. Il clears skin
blemishes with immaculate deep cleansing
and healing medication.
Why not order two pints at our special
annual sale price?
-r~^\
if"} i

Now "Clear
Plastic Bottle
131 South Main St.

Jg^ ZSSz.

,i„,mf M..>s:4-i< IH., M.

GREENS
PINKS
YELLOWS

PATENTS
CANVAS

ORANGES

HOPSACKING

SETON

The
Clothes Rack
\0<*&*0m0>
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Inter-Squad Football Game Ends, 35-0
By GREG VARLEY
Assistant Sports Editor
To make a parody of a song
would be appropriate for the 1938
Bowling Green Spring Football
GJLTV: .

"We move In the sunshine but don't let It rain."
Down 35 points from the first
half and weakened by Injuries,
the white squad was unable to m.we
on a ralnsoaked field, and the
final score of the gams was 35-0.
Coach Doa Nehlen's varsity
proved that its mr.s! potent wea-

pon for next year could be the
punt return, as Nehlen plans to
make the opposition's last offensive play one of the Falcons big
gainers.
Speedster Bob Zlmpfer could t»
the reason behind Nehlen's thinking as the second year varsity performer turned on the gas to outdistance Brown squad defenders
twice on Qtfi punt
Zlmpfer also turned the trick
on a three-yard pass from P.J.
Nyltray.
Although It was Zlmpfer who
made

he didn't start things out, as the
old team of Nyltray and Eddie
Jones combined for a 41-yard play
and a score early In the first
period.
The period ended w'.th one of
the Zlmpfer punt specials. Al
Sllva converted for the second time
and the score stood at 14-0.
The second period opened with a
40-yard score by Ed Colettl. Colettl ended up the top rusher In
the garni; as he rm. id I For 109
yards In 22 carries.
Scoring then went back to Zlmpfer as he scored on his second punt

I

MAN ON THE MOVE - Bob Zimpf.r, (27) head, upfl.ld after
gathering in a first quarter punt. The Whites won, 35-0. (Photo
by Tim Culelc)

Yearbook
portraits
B

In!

return of the game and ended the
i first half scoring w'.th the three', yard reception of the Nyltray pass.
Reactions were mixed about the
game, but Nehlen said that all
I things considered, It was "pretty
good."
"The rain fouled up Uie second
half and four or five players were
hurt, but the White team moved
the ball pretty well."
Nehlen was Uso high in his
praise of the game's *hree quarterbacks as he found that Terry
Bork and Vern Wlreman also did
good jobs In the game.

5 Records Set In Track Win

Five Bowling G'-een records and
one field record were set at the
quadrangular track moet held Saturday, at Whlttaker Track.
The Falcons won the meet with
a score of 93 points, followed by
Central Michigan University with
43 points; Ashland College with 32
points; and Cleveland State University with 14 points.
Dan Lltzinger set the record
In the hammer throw with a 163
feet an 1 >n j-lialf inch toss.
Jeff Huston threw the Javelin
202 feet and one inch for the
record in that event.
Stanley Allen finished first and
set a high Jump record of 6 feet
8 1/4 inches. Allen also took first
in both the loot |u np with a personal best Jump of 23 feet 7
inches, and the triple Jum, w'.th
a Jump of 44 feet 8 1/2 Inches.
Paul TalklngtoP finished first
and set a record in the three-mile
run with a time of 14:19.2, breaking his ow.i record of 14:22.1 set
in 1967. Talklngton fell while running the one-mile run held previous to the three-mile run, and
finished second.
Bobby James finished first and
set a record In the 100-yard dash.
The time was 9.5 seconds. James
also finished first in the 220 yard
dash.
Exodus Lett, o'. Ashland College,
set a field record of 48.3 seconds
In the 440-yard dash. Jim Nesbitt, of Central Michigan University, finished secon 1 in the 440yard dash also with a timo of
48.3 seconds. Robert Home finished third with a tlnw of 49.1
seconds.

Bob Knoll won the m'le run
with a am: of 4:16.
The 440-yard intermediate
hurdles was won by Ernie Sm.'th,
Dirrell Gehrlng finished third.
Bowling Green's 440-yard relay
team too't firs*, place. The team
consisted of David Ross, Jim
Brown, Home and Jams.
Terry Oehrtmon, f in t shed
second in the 880-yard run.

The new Falcon mentor placed*
the new look in quarterbacks in
the new methods of training used
during the Spring.
So much for the offense.
uetensively, Nehlen found itmself upset wltti the tackling of
the backs for the White squad.
"Tney covered the ball well,
but they Just weren't hitting with*
nuich authority," said Nehlen.
For the Brown sq lad three players caught his eye as M'lte Marchlone, Bob Simmons and Tom
Merllttl all may find themselves
figuring Into the Falcon plans for
the next season.
And now the Falcons wait until
fall and the start of a M* ssas-in
but for Coach Nehlen and his
assistants the summer will be a
time of preparation—but It seems
as if Ideas are already there.
Nehlen commented, "Mostof the
MAC teams will be passing more
next season." From '.he !ndlca-#
tlons that Nehlen gave Saturday,
B3 may be passing more, too.
But then every team needs something to complement the punt return.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
222 SOUTH MAIN STREET

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402

Ph. 352-5271

Banking Centers
Rossford, Ohio Ph. 693 0785
Northwood, Ohio Ph. 693 0583
5% - Paid On Time
Certificate Of Deposit
Member F.D.I.C.

OPEN THE DOOR
TO TOTAl LIVING
AT GREENVIEW APARTMENTS
SPACIOUS CARPETED & FURNISHED
EFFICIENCY, 1 t 2 BEDROOM SUITES
jf Swimming Pool & Patio
jf Party House I Lounge
* Putting Green I Laundry

LOTS OF SPACE TO
S-T-R-E-T-C-H OUT
SPECIAL STUDENT LEASE
As Little As $150. PerQuarter
including all utilities

(Pay Raat Oily During The
Tina You're la School)
FURNISHED EFFICIENCIES AS LOW

JUNIORS"!
Sign up NOW
TO HAVE YOUR PICTURE TAKEN FOR THE YEARBOOK

ROOM 1, HANNA HALL, OPEN 1-5 p.m.
MON.-FRI. OR CALL EXT. 2421 FOR APPOINTMENT

AS $100. PER MONTH
SEPARATE BUILDINGS FOR MARRIED AND SINGLE
RESIDENT MGR. APT. #1
214 NAPOLEON RD. 352-1195
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